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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to footwear ob-
tained by forming a knitted fabric knitted with a flat knitting
machine including at least a pair of front and rear needle
beds into a three-dimensional shape by joining together
joint portions needing each other. The present invention
more particularly relates to a measure for firmly joining
the joint portions together by joining means simply and
quickly.

Background Art

[0002] Conventionally, as this kind of footwear, there
is known footwear obtained by forming one knitted fabric
into a three-dimensional shape by joining joint portions
together by joining means such as sewing (see PTL 1).

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0003] PTL 1: Japanese Patent No. 5166431
[0004] Prior Art Document US 2007/0180730 A1 dis-
closes a footwear which includes one or more of: a sole
structure; an upper having lateral and medial side ele-
ments engaged with the sole structure, the upper made
from a polymer matrix structure that extends through at
least a heel region; a size adjustment mechanism located
at the heel region; a heel tongue element located adja-
cent the size adjustment mechanism; a shoe securing
mechanism; an instep tongue member; and/or a bootie
member located at least partially within the foot-receiving
chamber.

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0005] However, regarding the conventional footwear,
when the joint portions of the knitted fabric are joined
together by the joining means such as sewing, an oper-
ator needs to temporarily retain the joined state between
the joint portions until joining by the joining means is com-
pleted. Hence, it is markedly troublesome work to per-
form joining operation of joining the joint portions together
while the operator temporarily retains the joined state of
the joint portions, and also the operation takes time.
[0006] In the joining operation, if the knitted fabric is
flat, in either case of one knitted fabric and a plurality of
knitted fabrics, the knitted fabric has to be deformed into
a three-dimensional shape by joining together the joint
portions needing each other. Hence, it is further trouble-
some work to perform the joining operation of joining the
joint portions together while the operator deforms the flat
knitted fabric into the three-dimensional shape and tem-

porarily retains the joined state of the joint portions be-
cause the difficulty in the joining operation increases, and
also the joining operation further takes time.
[0007] It is an object of the invention to provide foot-
wear that can simplify joining operation of joining joint
portions together and reduce the time of the operation
by temporarily retaining a joined state of a knitted fabric
by the joint portions when footwear is formed in a three-
dimensional shape.

Solution to Problem

[0008] This and other objects are solved by a footwear
having the features as set forth in claim 1. Preferred em-
bodiments of the footwear are stated in the claims 2 and
3. Thus, to attain the above-described object, the present
invention presupposes footwear obtained by forming one
knitted fabric knitted with a flat knitting machine including
at least a pair of front and rear needle beds into a three-
dimensional shape by joining together joint portions
needing each other. Further, the joint portions of the knit-
ted fabric include a first temporary retainment portion ex-
tended by knitting from the shoe tongue part, and a sec-
ond temporary retainment portion provided by knitting at
the main part and temporarily retaining the first temporary
retainment portion. The first temporary retainment por-
tion is firmly joined by using joining means so that a tem-
porarily retained state in which the joint portions of the
knitted fabric are temporarily retained to each other by
both the temporary retainment portions becomes a firmly
joined state.
[0009] Further, an insertion piece is employed as the
first temporary retainment portion, and an insertion open-
ing is employed as the second temporary retainment por-
tion. The insertion piece has a barb that prevents the
insertion piece from being released from the insertion
opening when the insertion piece is inserted into the in-
sertion opening.
[0010] Also, the insertion piece inserted into the inser-
tion opening may be preferably located at a foot-bottom
side when the joint portions of the knitted fabric are joined
together.
[0011] Further, a thermal fusion yarn may be preferably
employed as a knitting yarn for knitting at least the joint
portions and the first and second temporary retainment
portions of the knitted fabric.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0012] By firmly joining at least the first temporary re-
tainment portion by using the joining means so that the
temporarily retained state in which the joint portions of
the knitted fabric are joined together by the first temporary
retainment portion extended from at least one of the joint
portions and the second temporary retainment portion
that temporarily retains the first temporary retainment
portion at the other of the joint portions becomes a firmly
joined state, the joint portions of the knitted fabric are
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brought into the firmly joined state. Accordingly, the joint
portions are kept in the temporarily retained state by both
the temporary retainment portions until the joint portions
are brought into the firmly joined state. The operator does
not have to keep the temporarily retained state when join-
ing the joint portions together, and hence the joining op-
eration of joining the joint portions together can be sim-
plified and the time of the operation can be reduced.
[0013] Also, since the insertion piece employed as the
first temporary retainment portion has the barb that pre-
vents the insertion piece from being released from the
insertion opening employed as the second temporary re-
tainment portion when the insertion portion is inserted
into the insertion opening, the temporarily retained state
of the joint portions can be smoothly kept until joining
between the joined portions is completed. Accordingly,
the joining operation of joining the joint portions together
can be further simplified and the time of the operation
can be further reduced.
[0014] Also, since the insertion piece inserted into the
insertion opening is located at the foot-bottom side when
the joint portions of the knitted fabric are joined together,
the insertion piece can be hidden not to be apparent by
joining means such as a sole member that is joined to
the foot-bottom side. In addition, if the insertion piece is
located at a lower surface of the knitted fabric at the foot-
bottom side, the insertion piece may be firmly joined to
the knitted fabric at the foot-bottom side by using joining
means such as an adhesive, or may be firmly joined by
a sole member that is joined to the lower surface of the
knitted fabric at the foot-bottom side.
[0015] Further, since the thermal fusion yarn is em-
ployed as the knitting yarn for knitting at least the joint
portions and the first and second temporary retainment
portions of the knitted fabric, the first and second tempo-
rary retainment portions are molten and adhere to each
other when heat is applied after the temporary retain-
ment. This can prevent both the temporary retainment
portions from being released from each other, and pro-
vide certain strength. The joint portions are smoothly kept
in the temporarily retained state by the temporal retain-
ment portions until joining by the joining means is com-
pleted.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0016]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a perspective view of footwear
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration illustrating a
knitting scheme of the footwear in Fig. 1.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 provides explanatory views explaining
a knitting process of an insertion piece of the foot-
wear in Fig. 1, (a) illustrating a knitting diagram of a
half of the insertion piece, (b) schematically illustrat-
ing a forming diagram of the insertion piece in ac-
cordance with the knitting diagram.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 provides explanatory views schemat-

ically explaining a process of temporarily retaining
insertion pieces at left and right extended ends of a
shoe tongue part, at both left and right positions of
a sole in a front end portion of a main part in a knitted
fabric of the footwear in Fig. 2, (a) illustrating a state
before an insertion piece is inserted into an insertion
opening, (b) illustrating a state after the insertion
piece is inserted into the insertion opening.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a perspective view illustrating a state
before two knitted fabrics of footwear not forming
part of the invention are temporarily retained by in-
sertion pieces that are inserted into insertion open-
ings.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a bottom view when the knitted fabric
at the foot-bottom side is viewed from below in a
state in which the two knitted fabrics of the footwear
in Fig. 5 are temporarily retained by the insertion
pieces inserted into the insertion openings.

Description of Embodiments

[0017] An embodiment of the present invention is de-
scribed below on the basis of the drawings.
[0018] In Figs. 1 and 2, footwear 1 is formed of one
knitted fabric 2 knitted with a flat knitting machine (not
illustrated) including at least a pair of front and rear needle
beds and being able to transfer stitches between the front
and rear needle beds. The knitted fabric 2 includes a
shoe tongue part 20 located at a foot-instep side, an in-
step-side toe part 21 continuous from a front end of the
shoe tongue part 20, a bottom-side toe part 22 continuous
from a front end of the instep-side toe part 21 and ex-
tending to a sole side, a main part 23 continuous from a
rear end of the bottom-side toe part 22, and a heel part
24 continuous from a rear end of the main part 23, and
forms the footwear 1 for outside use. The shoe tongue
part 20, the instep-side toe part 21, the bottom-side toe
part 22, the instep-side toe part 21, the bottom-side toe
part 22, the main part 23, and the heel part 24 are inte-
grally knitted seamlessly. At this time, a thermal fusion
yarn K is employed as a knitting yarn for knitting the knit-
ted fabric 2.
[0019] The shoe tongue part 20 is a knitting-start end
of the knitted fabric 2. Knitting is started from a tip end
(rear end) of the shoe tongue part 20, and a front half
section of the shoe tongue part 20 is knitted with a sub-
stantially equivalent knitting width in a left-right direction.
A rear half section of the shoe tongue part 20 is provided
with a pair of left and right insertion pieces 25, 25 serving
as first temporary retainment portions extended outward
in the left-right direction by knitting. Each insertion piece
25 is knitted at an extended end 201 serving as one of
joint portions obtained by gradually increasing the knitting
width in the rear half section of the shoe tongue part 20
and extending the fabric outward in the left-right direction.
The insertion piece 25 has a barb 251 that prevents the
insertion piece 25 from being released from the insertion
opening 26 when the insertion piece 25 is inserted into
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the insertion opening 26. Knitting of the insertion piece
25 having the barb 251 will be described later. While the
shoe tongue part 20 serves as the knitting-start end of
the knitted fabric 2, knitting may be started from a heel
side if the shape of the heel part 24 is partly changed to,
for example, an inverted trapezoidal shape.
[0020] The knitting width of the shoe tongue part 20 is
gradually decreased in a portion corresponding to the
extended end 201 and its downstream side of the rear
half section of the shoe tongue part 20, thus the extension
of the fabric is converged inward in the left-right direction,
and knitting of the part is ended with a center portion
thereof left.
[0021] The instep-side toe part 21 is knitted such that
the knitting width thereof is increased stepwise from the
center portion at the front end of the shoe tongue part 20
(base end of rear half section) until the knitting width sat-
isfies the width of the toe part, and is connected to a front
end (base end) of the rear half section of the shoe tongue
part 20. The instep-side toe part 21 is knitted into an arc-
like toe shape while the knitting width is gradually de-
creased from when the knitting width satisfies the width
of the toe part with only a center portion thereof left. The
bottom-side toe part 22 is knitted into an arc-like toe
shape while the knitting width is gradually increased from
the center portion at the front end (base end) of the instep-
side toe part 21. The arc-like shape of the bottom-side
toe part 22 is connected to the arc-like toe shape of the
instep-side toe part 21 at the front end thereof.
[0022] The main part 23 is knitted from the rear end
(base end) of the bottom-side toe part 22. The main part
23 is knitted such that the knitting width is increased in
the left-right direction while the number of stitches is in-
creased with reference to a sole 231 in a center portion
in the left-right direction, continuously from both side por-
tions 232 at left and right sides of the sole 231 to left and
right instep covering portions 233. At this time, five holes
234 for shoelaces are provided at each of the left and
right instep covering portions 233 of the main part 23.
The five holes 234 are evenly spaced apart in a front-
rear direction. In this case, each hole 234 for shoelace
is knitted by a conventionally known knitting method, for
example, with a mesh using transferring.
[0023] Also, the knitting width of the main part 23 in a
portion corresponding to the instep covering portion 233
and its downstream side is gradually decreased in an
area below the ankle while the number of stitches is de-
creased up to the knitting width between the both side
portions 232, and hence the both side portions 232 with-
out the instep covering portions 233 are knitted.
[0024] The heel part 24 includes left and right first heel
pieces 241 continuous from the rear end of the main part
23 (rear end of sole 231), left and right second heel pieces
242 continuous from rear ends of the first heel pieces
241, and a single third heel piece 243 continuous from
rear ends of the second heel pieces 242. The first heel
pieces 241 are knitted such that the fabric is extended
outward in the left-right direction by gradually increasing

the knitting width from a center portion at the rear end of
the main part 23, the knitting width is gradually decreased
when the knitting width is extended up to a knitting width
substantially equivalent to the knitting width between the
both side portions 232, and the fabric is converged inward
in the left-right direction. Also, the second heel pieces
242 are knitted in strip-like shapes being long in the left-
right direction with a knitted width substantially equivalent
to the knitting width between the both side portions 232
from the rear ends of the first heel pieces 241. Further,
the third heel piece 243 is knitted in a strip-like shape
being long rearward with a knitted width slightly smaller
than a half of the knitting width between the both side
portions 232 from a center portion at the rear ends of the
second heel pieces 242.
[0025] At this time, front ends of the first heel pieces
241 are connected to rear ends of the both side portions
232 of the main part 23 when the first heel pieces 241
are knitted while the knitting width thereof is gradually
increased from the rear end of the main part 23. Also,
front ends of the second heel pieces 242 are connected
to the rear ends of the first heel pieces 241 when the
second heel pieces 242 are knitted into the strip-like
shapes being long in the left-right direction from the rear
ends of the first heel pieces 241. Also, both left and right
ends of the third heel piece 243 are connected to the rear
ends of the second heel pieces 242 when the third heel
piece 243 is knitted into the strip-like shape being long
rearward from the center portion at the rear ends of the
second heel pieces 242.
[0026] Fig. 3 provides explanatory views explaining a
knitting process of the insertion piece 25 of the footwear
1, (a) illustrating a knitting diagram of a half of the insertion
piece 25, (b) schematically illustrating a forming diagram
of the insertion piece 25.
[0027] In S1 of Fig. 3(a), the thermal fusion yarn K from
a yarn supply port (not illustrated) is knitted rightward in
the drawing by alternately using knitting needles of the
front needle bed FB and the rear needle bed BB in a
staggered manner. The thermal fusion yarn K is knitted
up to a tip end of the extended end 201 at which the fabric
is extended in the rear half section of the shoe tongue
part 20 of the knitted fabric 2. Then the thermal fusion
yarn K forms pick up stitches rightward in the drawing in
a staggered manner alternately at the front and rear nee-
dle beds. In S2, pick up stitches are formed leftward in
the drawing in a staggered manner alternately at knitting
needles at which pick up stitches have not been formed
in S1. Thus a knitting start α of the insertion piece 25 is
formed as illustrated in Fig. 3(b).
[0028] In S3 and S4, new stitches continuous from the
pick up stitches engaged at the knitting needles are
formed by partial knitting. In this case, knitting of the in-
sertion piece 25 by double-sided knitting is illustrated.
[0029] In S5 to S7, partial knitting is performed while
the knitting width of the insertion piece 25 is gradually
increased. Thus a fabric having a substantially triangular
shape serving as the barb 251 is formed.
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[0030] In S8, when partial knitting is performed until
the knitting width of a first half portion of the insertion
piece 25 is achieved, a first half portion of the barb 251
of the insertion piece 25 is connected continuously from
knitting up to the tip end of the extended end 201 of the
rear half section of the shoe tongue part 20 while knitting
returns from the tip end. At this time, it may be difficult to
perform knitting because of generation of a cross-over
yarn from the extended end 201 to the barb 251. There-
fore, a yarn may be supplied from a new yarn supply port
and may knit the insertion piece 25 instead of the yarn
supply port from which the thermal fusion yarn K which
had been used for knitting up to the tip end of the extend-
ed end 201 of the rear half section of the shoe tongue
part 20. Alternatively, the thermal fusion yarn K which
had been used for knitting up to the tip end of the extend-
ed end 201 of the rear half section of the shoe tongue
part 20 may be cut once, and then knitting of the insertion
piece 25 may be started with the thermal fusion yarn K.
[0031] Thereafter, a second half portion of the barb
251 of the insertion piece 25 is knitted in an inverse pro-
cedure. By finally performing binding off, knitting of the
whole portion of the insertion piece 25 is completed. Al-
ternatively, the insertion piece 25 may be knitted from
the tip end toward the extended end 201 side. In this
case, the knitting width is gradually increased from the
tip end of the insertion piece 25, binding off may be per-
formed at portions of barbs on both sides, and stitches
in a center portion may be connected to stitches in an
end portion of each knitting course of the extended end
201 in a sequentially overlapped manner.
[0032] Also, a pair of left and right insertion openings
26, 26 are provided in the front end portion of the main
part 23. The insertion openings 26 serve as second tem-
porary retainment portions that receive the insertion piec-
es 25 inserted thereinto at positions substantially the
same as the position of the rear end of the bottom-side
toe part 22 along the knitting width, and that temporarily
retain the insertion pieces 25. Each insertion opening 26
linearly extends toward the heel part 24 side, and is knit-
ted by a conventionally known knitting method for a slit.
[0033] Fig. 4 provides explanatory views schematically
explaining a process of temporarily retaining the insertion
pieces 25 at the left and right extended ends 201 of the
shoe tongue part 20, at both left and right positions of
the sole 231 in the front end portion of the main part 23
in the knitted fabric 2 of the footwear 1, (a) illustrating a
state before each insertion piece 25 is inserted into the
corresponding insertion opening 26, (b) illustrating a
state after the insertion piece 25 is inserted into the in-
sertion opening 26. The insertion pieces 25 of the ex-
tended ends 201 in which the fabric is extended outward
in the left-right direction from the rear half section of the
shoe tongue part 20 are inserted into the insertion open-
ings 26 linearly extending toward the heel part 24 side
at both the left and right positions (the other of joint por-
tions) of the sole 231 in the front end portion of the main
part 23. The barbs 251 prevent the insertion pieces 25

from being released from the insertion openings 26 when
the insertion pieces 25 are inserted into the insertion
openings 26. At this time, the left and right extended ends
201 of the shoe tongue part 20 and both the left and right
positions in the front end portion of the main part 23 are
smoothly temporarily retained by the barbs 251 of the
insertion pieces 25 inserted into the insertion openings
26.
[0034] Also, the insertion pieces 25 inserted into the
insertion openings 26 are temporarily retained at a lower
surface of the sole 231 of the main part 23. The insertion
pieces 25 located at the lower surface of the sole 231 of
the main part 23 are firmly joined by using an outer sole
27 that is made of resin etc. and that serves as joining
means to be joined to the lower surface of the sole 231
of the main part 23. The temporarily retained state in
which the left and right extended ends 201 of the shoe
tongue part 20 and both the left and right positions of the
sole 231 in the front end section of the main part 23 are
temporarily retained to each other becomes the firmly
joined state. Accordingly, the temporarily retained state
between the left and right extended ends 201 of the shoe
tongue part 20 and both the left and right positions of the
sole 231 in the front end portion of the main part 23 is
kept by the insertion pieces 25 which are inserted into
the insertion openings in the temporarily retained state
until the firmly joined state is attained therebetween. An
operator does not have to keep the temporarily retained
state when the operator joins the left and right extended
ends 201 of the shoe tongue part 20 to both the left and
right positions of the sole 231 in the front end portion of
the main part 23. The joining operation of joining both
can be simplified and the time of the operation can be
reduced. In addition, since the insertion pieces 25 are
located at the lower surface of the sole 231 of the main
part 23, the insertion piece 25 can be hidden not to be
apparent when the insertion pieces 25 are joined by using
the outer sole 27.
[0035] Also, since the knitted fabric 2 is knitted with the
thermal fusion yarn K, the insertion pieces 25 are molten
and adhere to the lower surface of the sole 231 of the
main part 23 when heat is applied. This may prevent the
insertion pieces 25 from being released from the insertion
openings 26 and provide certain strength. The insertion
pieces 25 and the insertion openings 26 smoothly keep
the temporarily retained state between the left and right
extended ends 201 of the shoe tongue part 20 and both
the left and right positions of the sole 231 in the front end
portion of the main part 23, until joining with the outer
sole 27 is completed. Accordingly, the joining operation
of joining the left and right extended ends 201 of the shoe
tongue part 20 to both the left and right positions of the
sole 231 in the front end portion of the main part 23 can
be further simplified and the time of the joining operation
can be further reduced.
[0036] While the footwear 1 is formed of the one knitted
fabric 2 in the above-described embodiment, in an ex-
ample not forming part of the invention an upper-side
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knitted fabric 41 (knitted fabric) covering a portion at the
foot-top (instep) side may be knitted by using, for exam-
ple, a knitting method as described in
WO2015/037540A1, and a footwear 4 may be formed of
that upper-side knitted fabric 41 and an under-side knit-
ted fabric 42 (knitted fabric) covering the foot-bottom side
as illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. Extended insertion pieces
25 are provided at ten positions evenly spaced apart from
one another at a lower edge of the upper-side knitted
fabric 41. In contrast, insertion openings 26 are provided
at ten positions evenly spaced apart from one another at
a peripheral edge of the under-side knitted fabric 42. The
insertion openings 26 extend linearly along the peripheral
edge. Each insertion piece 25 has a barb 251, is inserted
into the corresponding insertion opening 26, and is lo-
cated at the lower surface of the under-side knitted fabric
42. Accordingly, the insertion pieces 26 can be firmly
joined by using an outer sole 27 that is joined to the lower
surface of the under-side knitted fabric 42 so that the
temporarily retained state between the lower edge of the
upper-side knitted fabric 41 and the peripheral edge of
the under-side knitted fabric 42 obtained by the insertion
pieces 25 inserted into the insertion openings 26 be-
comes the firmly joined state.
[0037] Also, in the above-described example not form-
ing part of the invention, the temporarily retained state in
which the insertion pieces 25 of the left and right extended
ends 201 of the shoe tongue part 20 of the knitted fabric
2 of the footwear 1 are temporarily retained at both the
left and right positions of the sole 231 in the front end
portion of the main part 23 becomes the firmly joined
state by using the outer sole 27. However, insertion piec-
es may be firmly joined to a lower surface of a sole of a
main part so that the temporarily retained state in which
the insertion pieces are temporarily retained at the sole
of the main part becomes the firmly joined state by ap-
plying an adhesive as joining means to the insertion piec-
es.
[0038] At this time, when the footwear is completed by
joining with the insertion pieces using the adhesive, the
shapes of the insertion pieces inserted into the insertion
openings may have circular shapes, rectangular shapes,
or cut-piece shapes so as to collaboratively define the
foot-bottom shape. The number of the insertion pieces
is not particularly limited.
[0039] When such insertion pieces are knitted, the in-
sertion pieces may be knitted by garter stitch, back stitch,
etc. The insertion pieces may also have a non-slip func-
tion by adding a raw rubber yarn to the knitting yarn.
[0040] In the modification of the above-described ex-
ample not forming part of the invention, the insertion piec-
es 25 are extended from the lower edge of the upper-
side knitted fabric 41, and the insertion openings 26 are
provided to linearly extend along the peripheral edge of
the under-side knitted fabric 42. However, insertion open-
ings may be provided to linearly extend along a lower
edge of an upper-side knitted fabric, and insertion pieces
may be extended from a peripheral edge of an under-

side knitted fabric.
[0041] In this case, if the insertion pieces inserted into
the insertion openings are located at an upper surface
of the under-side knitted fabric, the insertion pieces may
be firmly joined by using a sole cover serving as joining
means that is joined to the upper surface of the under-
side knitted fabric. In contrast, if the insertion pieces in-
serted into the insertion openings stand along an inner
surface of the upper-side knitted fabric, the insertion piec-
es may be firmly joined by using an inner cover serving
as joining means that is joined to the inner surface of the
upper-side knitted fabric.
[0042] Also, in the above-described embodiment, the
left and right extended ends 201 of the shoe tongue part
20 and both the left and right positions of the sole 231 in
the front end portion of the main part 23 are temporarily
retained by inserting the insertion pieces 25 into the in-
sertion openings 26. However, joint portions of a knitted
fabric may be temporarily retained by tying first and sec-
ond retainment portions extended from both the joint por-
tions together.
[0043] Further, in the above-described embodiment,
the thermal fusion yarn K is employed as the knitting yarn
for knitting the knitted fabric 2. However, at least part of
the knitted front end portion of a main part, insertion piec-
es, and insertion openings, may be knitted with a thermal
fusion yarn.

Reference Signs List

[0044]

1 footwear
2 knitted fabric
201 left and right extended ends of shoe tongue part
(joint portions)
232 both left and right positions of sole in front end
portion of main part (joint portions)
25 insertion piece (first temporary retainment por-
tion)
251 barb
26 insertion opening (second temporary retainment
portion)
27 outer sole (joining means)
4 footwear
41 upper-side knitted fabric (knitted fabric)
42 under-side knitted fabric (knitted fabric)
K thermal fusion yarn

Claims

1. Footwear (1) obtained by forming one knitted fabric
(2) knitted with a flat knitting machine including at
least a pair of front and rear needle beds into a three-
dimensional shape by joining together joint portions
(201, 232) needing each other,
wherein the knitted fabric (2) includes a shoe tongue
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part (20) located at a foot-instep side, an instep-side
toe part (21) continuous from a front end of the shoe
tongue part (20), a bottom-side toe part (22) contin-
uous from a front end of the instep-side toe part (21)
and extending to a sole side, a main part (23) con-
tinuous from a rear end of the bottom-side toe part
(22), the main part (23) comprising a sole (231) and
both side portions (232, 232) at left and right sides
of the sole (231), and a heel part (24) continuous
from a rear end of the main part (23),
wherein the joint portions (201, 232) of the knitted
fabric (2) include a first temporary retainment portion
(25) extended by knitting from the shoe tongue part
(20), and a second temporary retainment portion (26)
provided by knitting at the main part (23) and tem-
porarily retaining the first temporary retainment por-
tion (25),
wherein the first temporary retainment portion (25)
is firmly joined by using joining means (27) so that a
temporarily retained state in which the joint portions
(201, 232) of the knitted fabric (2) are temporarily
retained to each other by the temporary retainment
portions (25, 26) becomes a firmly joined state,
wherein an insertion piece (25) is employed as the
first temporary retainment portion (25), and an inser-
tion opening (26) is employed as the second tempo-
rary retainment portion (26), and
wherein the insertion piece (25) has a barb (251) that
prevents the insertion piece (25) from being released
from the insertion opening (26) when the insertion
piece (25) is inserted into the insertion opening (26).

2. The footwear according to claim 1, wherein the in-
sertion piece (25) inserted into the insertion opening
(26) is located at a foot-bottom side when the joint
portions (201, 232) of the knitted fabric (2) are joined
together.

3. The footwear according to claims 1 or 2, wherein a
thermal fusion yarn (K) is employed as a knitting yarn
for knitting at least the joint portions (201, 232) and
the first and second temporary retainment portions
(25, 26) of the knitted fabric (2).

Patentansprüche

1. Schuhwerk (1), das durch das Formen eines Ge-
stricks (2), das mit einer wenigstens ein Paar von
vorderen und hinteren Nadelbetten aufweisenden
Flachstrickmaschine gestrickt wird, zu einer dreidi-
mensionalen Form durch das Verbinden von fürein-
ander bestimmten Verbindungsteilen (201, 232) er-
halten wird,
wobei das Gestrick (2) einen Schuhzungenteil (20),
der an einer Ristseite angeordnet ist, einen ristseiti-
gen Zehenteil (21), der an ein vorderes Ende des
Schuhzungenteils (20) anschließt, einen unteren Ze-

henteil (22), der an ein vorderes Ende des ristseiti-
gen Zehenteils (21) anschließt und sich zu einer
Sohlenseite erstreckt, einen Hauptteil (23), der an
ein hinteres Ende des unteren Zehenteils (22) an-
schließt, wobei der Hauptteil (23) eine Sohle (231)
und zwei Seitenteile (232, 232) auf linken und rech-
ten Seiten der Sohle (231) aufweist, und einen Fer-
senteil (24), der an ein hinteres Ende des Hauptteils
(23) anschließt, umfasst,
wobei die Verbindungsteile (201, 232) des Gestricks
(2) einen ersten temporären Halteteil (25), der sich
durch Stricken von dem Schuhzungenteil (20) er-
streckt, und einen zweiten temporären Halteteil (26),
der durch Stricken an dem Hauptteil (23) vorgesehen
ist und den ersten temporären Halteteil (25) tempo-
rär hält, umfassen,
wobei der erste temporäre Halteteil (25) unter Ver-
wendung von Verbindungsmitteln (27) fest verbun-
den wird, sodass ein temporär gehaltener Zustand,
in dem die Verbindungsteile (201, 232) des Gestricks
(2) durch die temporären Halteteile (25, 26) temporär
aneinander gehalten werden, zu einem fest verbun-
denen Zustand wird,
wobei ein Einsteckteil (25) als der erste temporäre
Halteteil (25) verwendet wird und eine Einstecköff-
nung (26) als der zweite temporäre Halteteil (26) ver-
wendet wird, und
wobei der Einsteckteil (25) einen Widerhaken (251)
aufweist, der verhindert, dass der Einsteckteil (25)
von der Einstecköffnung (26) gelöst wird, wenn der
Einsteckteil (25) in die Einstecköffnung (26) einge-
steckt ist.

2. Schuhwerk nach Anspruch 1, wobei der in die Ein-
stecköffnung (26) eingesteckte Einsteckteil (25) an
einer Sohlenseite angeordnet ist, wenn die Verbin-
dungsteile (201, 232) des Gestricks (2) miteinander
verbunden sind.

3. Schuhwerk nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei ein Wär-
meverschmelzungsfaden (K) als ein Strickfaden für
das Stricken wenigstens der Verbindungsteile (201,
232) und der ersten und zweiten temporären Halte-
teile (25, 26) des Gestricks (2) verwendet wird.

Revendications

1. Chaussure (1) obtenue en formant un tissu tricoté
(2) tricoté avec une machine à tricoter à plat com-
portant au moins une paire de lits d’aiguilles avant
et arrière en une forme tridimensionnelle en joignant
ensemble des parties de joint (201, 232) ayant be-
soin les unes des autres,
dans laquelle le tissu tricoté (2) comporte une partie
de languette de chaussure (20) située au niveau d’un
côté cou-de-pied, une partie orteil côté cou-de-pied
(21) continue à partir d’une extrémité avant de la
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partie de languette de chaussure (20), une partie
orteil côté inférieur (22) continue à partir d’une ex-
trémité avant de la partie orteil côté cou-de-pied (21)
et s’étendant vers un côté semelle, une partie prin-
cipale (23) continue à partir d’une extrémité avant
de la partie orteil côté inférieur (22), la partie princi-
pale (23) comprenant une semelle (231) et des par-
ties des deux côtés (232, 232) au niveau des côtés
gauche et droit de la semelle (231), et une partie
talon (24) continue à partir d’une extrémité arrière
de la partie principale (23),
dans laquelle les parties de joint (201, 232) du tissu
tricoté (2) comportent une première portion de rete-
nue temporaire (25) étendue par tricotage à partir
de la partie de languette de chaussure (20), et une
deuxième partie de retenue temporaire (26) assurée
en tricotant au niveau de la partie centrale (23) et en
retenant temporairement la première portion de re-
tenue temporaire (25),
dans laquelle la première partie de retenue tempo-
raire (25) est fermement jointe en utilisant des
moyens de jonction (27) de sorte qu’un état tempo-
rairement retenu dans laquelle les parties jointes
(201, 232) du tissu tricoté (2) sont temporairement
retenues les unes aux autres par les parties de re-
tenue temporaire (25, 26) devient un état solidement
joint,
dans laquelle une pièce d’insertion (25) est utilisée
comme première partie de retenue temporaire (25),
et une ouverture d’insertion (26) est utilisée comme
deuxième partie de retenue temporaire (26), et
dans laquelle la pièce d’insertion (25) a un barbillon
(251) qui empêche la pièce d’insertion (25) d’être
libérée de l’ouverture d’insertion (26) quand la pièce
d’insertion (25) est insérée dans l’ouverture d’inser-
tion (26).

2. Chaussure selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
la pièce d’insertion (25) insérée dans l’ouverture d’in-
sertion (26) est située sur un côté du bas du pied
quand les parties jointes (201, 232) du tissu tricoté
(2) sont jointes ensemble.

3. Chaussure selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans la-
quelle un fil de fusion thermique (K) est utilisé comme
fil à tricoter pour tricoter au moins les parties jointes
(201, 232) et les première et deuxième parties de
retenue temporaire (25, 26) du tissu tricoté (2).
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